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Most  people are not going to order two saunas at once just to compare them due to cost,

time, difficulty, return shipping expense etc. but I decided to do it at the time because I was

truly desperate to detox and didn’t have a lot of money to spend on wooden or non

portable saunas.  I also wanted the most “bang for the buck” so to speak. This is why I’m

passing this information on to you so that you can avoid all of the trouble and expense

($100.00 return shipping) that I went thru  having  the same doubts and questions in my

mind then as you do now.

I had already ordered a “Therasage” sauna and was looking around online when I came

across this unpretentious little unit called “Relax Sauna”.

Another thing was that it’s easy to overlook the fact  that none of  those “cheap knock-

offs” will show you a picture of what  is inside the sauna.  To their credit Therasage does

show a picture but I still can’t figure out why, after all the years they have been in business &

knowing the competition they would come out with a sauna that is so anemic in producing heat.

They could start by giving it 1500 watts of power instead of a measly 1000 watts.  For me anyway, I

say the “Relax Sauna” is unpretentious because it may look like all the rest on the outside

but “WOW !!” what a little dynamo it is on the inside!

Once I found ...  this website under “RelaxSaunas” there was tons of good information

about a sauna that not only has nothing to hide but everything to show because it is a

product of “substance” and Momentum98 and Phil Wilson believe so much in their products.

Back to my comparison of Therasage vs Relax. There WAS no comparison
when it came to heat output because after pre-heating 20 minutes and
sitting there for about an hour I never even came close to breaking a
sweat!  To be fair I will say that maybe I don’t sweat as easily as someone else but for me I

couldn’t believe they were even putting this “thing” on the market.  Why bother, I thought when you

can’t even sweat in this thing!  It could be an expensive dog house or a giant paper weight but

definitely not a sauna.  I have never had such an easy decision to make when
comparing two products as I did with these.

The Difference between the Relax
Saunas and other Portable Saunas
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It’s what’s inside that counts.   Other saunas may look similar on the

outisde, but they do not have the patented technology that the Relax Sauna

has, emitting 95-99% Pure Clean Far  Infrared Healing Light.

That’s why you can feel the difference !


